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THE INNOVATION REPORT

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER BY DAY...

M E E T  T E C H N I C A L L Y  C R E A T I V E ’ S  C T O

...CHIEF TRACTOR OFFICER BY SUNRISE



In this month’s Innovation Report, we get a sneak peek into the life of

Christopher Amatulli, CTO of Technically Creative, outside of

business hours. When he's not innovating at TC, Chris can be found 

 working the land at the family farm.

Amatulli Acres was inspired by Chris’s late grandfather and the

family tradition of making tomato sauce together. As a child, Chris

remembers going to his grandparents’ house in the early 80s in

Elmont, Long Island, NY. He remembers it as a traditional Italian

family event. Chris's grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins would

all gather to make the annual sauce in their garage. Everyone

working together, lots of food, Grandpa's homemade wine, and

cutting and milling the tomatoes to make sauce – it was a team

effort. 

Of course the sauce was amazing, but when he tells these stories,

you can hear in Chris's voice that the real memory was not the taste

of the tomatoes, but the sense of family and working together that

was the true value. At the end of the day, there were over 100 jars of

sauce to share and memories to last a lifetime. 
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As the years went on and the families moved away, his

grandparents, like many other grandparents, passed away too

soon, along with those traditions. Chris was determined to keep

their memories alive. The spirit of working together as a team

towards a common goal is more fun, efficient, and everyone

benefits. 

Now living in the Hudson Valley among some of the most

beautiful landscapes in New York, Chris is the CTO of Technically

Creative. Engineering unified governance solutions for enterprise

financial markets worldwide, Chris has an innate talent to

visualize and architect solutions for some of the most complex

compliance, risk, surveillance, and discovery challenges in the

industry. 

Chris always had a small garden – his ‘something’ to balance out

the work week designing at his desk and working at his computer.

This included cucumbers, onions, carrots, string beans, and of

course tomatoes, though he’d always wanted a larger farm on

which to grow crops that required more room, like corn. 

We live at the end of a cul-de-sac against an unmanaged farm

field  and a horse stable. We’d always imagined  and envisioned

owning that piece of land and pictured planting on it. There were

crops grown there 15 years before we had moved to the area –

but it was left completely untouched for the last 30 years. The

soil still looked good and rich underneath all the overgrowth.
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In 2019, we saw an opportunity and had a vision: we found out that

the nearby unkept field belonged to a couple down the road. We

came to find these lovely, elderly neighbors owned 90 local acres,

and the wife was born on the land on which she still resides. I wrote a

note and left it in their mailbox to introduce ourselves, stating we

were neighbors, letting them know we had interest in the 12-acre

piece behind our home, and to please keep us in mind should they

ever think of selling it. 

A few days later the neighbors called. They were interested! 

We met in person at their house, a beautiful home made of big, old

stones – stones that I knew held generations of magical stories. The

fireplace, well broken in and burning with real wood, demanded

attention in the center of the room. A tea kettle and some old

skeleton keys hung on the mantle. 

Before a word of money was ever even mentioned, they wanted to

know our intentions for the land. Chris had a vision of tomatoes,

cucumbers, peppers, and a field of corn. Corn needs space and works

together to grow, and with this added space he could finally grow his

corn. I had dreams of a big beautiful sunflower field and a plump

pumpkin patch. 

The neighbors were on board and went on to share that although they

usually grew broccoli, corn, and eggplant in that field in years past,

there was one year that they grew sunflowers for their daughter’s

wedding. (I told you – magical!) And then, they paused to share they

recently lost her to cancer. I don’t remember what much else was said

after that. But in that moment, I got a sense of knowing that this was

going to be part of our next journey, and sunflowers would be on that

field again!
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March 2020 – we grabbed one

of the last dates available for

closing right before everything

came to a screeching halt

during the pandemic. We went

to closing, then went to work to

realize our dream. 

The land needed to be cleared,

as it had been unkept for

numerous years, blanketed in a

steadfast thicket. 
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Time went quickly, and the harsh

winter and frozen ground made it

hard to clear land and stake gate

posts in time for planting season.  By

the first thaw in spring, the ground

was ready, machines were rented,

and helping hands were solicited.

Chris came out with AutoCAD design

printouts in one hand and a can of

orange spray paint in the other. 

Translating AutoCAD to the field,

orange X’s, squares, circles, and lines

were laid out in an elaborate plan

that would soon be our garden.

Trenches were dug and fence posts

were secured in place. And if you

know anything about working land in

the spring – mud was everywhere!



Chris knew the only way to sustain this type of project (or any type – even

in business) for longevity was to automate as many processes as possible.

Resources were limited, as there was no running water or electricity in the

field, and watering by hand was very time consuming. 
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He decided to build a small solar

shed and mount solar panels on the

roof to charge batteries. These

batteries then run the pump that

takes water from a nearby flowing

stream that cuts through the

property, and stores it in the 1550

gallon holding tank. They also run

the timer that controls the zone

values and an additional pump that

runs the irrigation system.  

His off-grid challenge was met! 

The garden gets watered 2x per 

day without a thought and runs

completely on renewable energy. 
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This year we grewThis year we grew
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The garden and sauce were a success, planted with tradition and grown 

with care.  These same principles carry us in how we run Technically Creative. 

 
The only thing Chris doesn’t

like about the garden: 
 

the bugs, of course! 
 

...If you don't see the pure irony in that. 
 

Written and photography by: 
Danielle Amatulli: Wife, Partner, CEO
Learn more about the journey by following
@AmatulliAcres on Instagram.
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Providing elite technology services, Technically Creative focuses

on engineering solutions geared toward unifying governance in

financial services firms,  global investment banks, and insurance

companies worldwide. We automate and integrate compliance,

risk, surveillance, discovery, and DLP processes through managed

services and our product, TC Oversight Controls.

We are known in the market for our unique combination of product

innovation, as well as our industry, regulatory, data, compliance,

and systems knowledge. 

An integrated approach to data: reduce risks, costs, duplication of

effort, and provide for greater efficiency.

ABOUT TECHNICALLY CREATIVE

Technically Creative, Inc.

845.725.7883

GetInfo@TechnicallyCreative.com

www.TechnicallyCreative.com
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For more information about Technically Creative's

professional services, visit our website or contact us at:


